
Why ask God to search our hearts when we already know our hearts and he does too?
Psalm 139:1-4
God doesn't need our permission, its an acknowledgment that we are ready to listen
God isn't surprised by what he finds, but we might be - the heart is deceitful - Jer 17:9 
Our hearts are inclined towards "self" - self-gratification & self-preservation

"What we fear the most reveals where we trust God the least." Craig Groeschel 
We can't be driven by FEAR and lead by FAITH at the same time
Courageous leaders aren't unafraid, but have learned to do things in spite of their fear.
Saturate yoursself in God's love - perfect love dispels out fear - James 4:16,18

We are masters of rationalizing our actions 
we accuse others of doing things we excuse ourselves for
3 Questions to Consider

Am I ignoring any warning signs? Scripture (2 Timothy 3:16,17)? Conviction? 
Are others trying to warn me of things in my life? Proverbs 12:15 
Where am I most defensive?

Sermon Notes: January 8, 2023 
Text: Psaalm 139:23,24

Introduction
It’s a new year and you know what that means! An onslaught of New Year’s marketing revolving all
around the subject of TRANSFORMATION! If you’re paying any attention, there’s a whole lot of
people trying to convince you t’s time to transform your figure, transform your health, transform
your finances - and best of all it can all be done by signing up now, enrolling today or purchasing
their product for only a few easy payments! Kidding aside, it is a time many of us consider
adjusting our priorities and adopting healthy habits. I can’t guarantee the effectiveness of anyone
else’s life hacks, but there is one habit and practice that I know for sure will change and transform
your life - it’s been proven for generations….stick around, we’ll be talking more about it over the
next 4 weeks!

The goal of the Christian life isn't to live and arrive at death as safely as possible, but you might
think it was by the prayers we pray! John 16:33, John 15:22, John 10:10

1) Search My Heart

"Instead of asking God to do something for you, ask God to reveal something in you."

2) Reveal My Fears 

3) Uncover My Sins 

4) Lead Me
Don't be discouraged or defeated - your brokeness and need don't disqualify 
you, they are a gift because they lead you to depend on Jesus. 

Living on a Prayer: Week 1 "Search Me" -  Pastor Jeremy Bates



Life Group Discussion
Warm-Up: 
Nothing light and fluffy this week, let's dive right in! Where were you first exposed to "prayer"?
Were you inspired or intimidated by it?  What have you discovered about prayer since then?

Study & Discussion:

1) What resonated with you from the sermon? What challenged or surprised you? What questions do you
have? 

2) Statistically, while most Christians say they believe in the power of prayer, a majority report finding
difficult to maintain what they would consider a regular active prayer life. Why do you think that is? Have
you discovered any practices that have helped you in developing your own prayer life? 

3) Pastor Jeremy said, "If you were to analyze the majority of our prayers, you might assume the objective
of our spiritual life was to live and arrive at death as safely as possible."  Would you agree? 

Read Psalm 139:23,24, Jeremiah 17:9, Hebrews 4:16 

4) While God is never surprised by what he finds in our hearts, have you ever been challenged or
convicted by an attitude, motive or action that the Holy Spirit revealed was in your heart? This can be
personal, so there's no pressure to share, but can be encouraging to others if you do choose to. 

5) "What we fear the most reveals where we trust God the least." Craig Groeschel Agree or disagree?

6) Pastor Jeremy said "You can't be driven by fear and lead by faith." You need to learn to do things in
spite of the fear, trusting in God's love (James 4:16,18) -Has there been a time God challenged you to
step out in spite of your fears and take a step of faith?

7)  For homework this week, take some time to consider the 3 questions listed under "Uncover my Sins"
on the front of this page - how has God used each of these in your life in the past? Any active ones? 

PRAYER:
In closing, read Psalm 139:23,24 out loud together, and then commit to allowing God to speak to
you and answer this prayer this week Take some time to pray together, recognizing it can be 
personal and confidential to fully disclose what God is challenging you with. But if
you find God leading you to address some things in your life, reach out to a trusted 
friend or leader in private and let them in on what God is doing in you, so they can pray with you. 
 


